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CALCULATION OF GRID-LIKE SHIELDS MAGNETIC FIELDS AT 

LIGHTNING DISCHARGE AND IEC 62305-4 STANDARD ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION

Impulse magnetic fields generated by the lightning current are dangerous for 

microprocessor electric substations control systems [1]. Reinforcement of walls, metal 

framework and panels, as well as other metal structures of a facility act as electromagnetic 

shield, significantly weakening the magnetic field within lightning frequency range (25 kHz–1 

MHz).

Regulations and engineering practices. Calculation of impulse magnetic fields based on  

shielding is a complex task; therefore, for engineering applications, FGC UES standard [2] 

presumes an approximate action to be taken: electromagnetic interference found without shields 

taken into account, are divided into some average shielding factors (see Table 1).

Table 1. The coefficient of magnetic field shielding by walls of constructions [2, Table. З.2]

Construction Brick With metal
framework

Prefab
reinforced concrete

at 25 kHz 3 10 30 

at 10 MHz 3 8 20 

The IEC-62305-4 standard (hereinafter referred to as IEC) considers grid-like shields at 

direct close lightning strike. The maximum values of magnetic field and shielding factor are 

presented as simple analytical expressions as a function of grid spacing at frequencies of 25 kHz 

and 1 MHz for idealized shields with perfect rods and earth conductivity. The accuracy of IEC 

formulae for direct lightning strike was confirmed in [3-5]. Meanwhile, there are pilot studies [3] 

questioning the formulae for close lightning strike. In conditions when IEC standard was adopted 

as the national standard GOST R IEC 62305-4-2016, the need for its systematic study and 

discussion prior to lightning protection design introduction into practice in Russia, is of no doubt.

Computation technique selection. The antenna theory usually applied to calculate grid-

like shields in the MHz (and higher) frequencies range [3-6], is excessive in the kHz lightning 

current frequency range, on the one hand, and insufficient on the other hand. The grounding 

system theory is more efficient here on several reasons. Mutual  inductance  and  capacitance  are 



calculated analytically (numerically in antenna theory  due to wave delay), which dramatically 

increases the response rate. The internal resistance of the conductors which determines the 

shielding factor of the steel shield at a frequency of 25 kHz [7], is taken into account in the 

grounding theory but not considered in the antenna theory (it may be ignored in MHz frequency 

range).

In electric substations, lightning protection, shielding and grounding systems are 

galvanically coupled. The lightning current runs through the lightning rod, next through the 

grounding wire it flows along the reinforcement and metal lining of the construction and runs 

inside it along metal structures and potential balancing system. To calculate electromagnetic 

processes and fields in this complex conductors network, models, methods, and programs of 

grounding theory are applied [8-11].

The contemporary grounding theory is based on the field-circuit model of a thin 

conductor, combined use of electromagnetic field methods and electrical circuits theory in 

frequency and time domain [8,9].

The grounding wire is divided into short-length segments which facilitate calculations of 

the electromagnetic parameters of the elements (conductances, inductances and capacitances 

matrices) to be made analytically, in a static approximation. Elements current calculation is made

in a multi-link circuit model created automatically. The magnetic field is calculated according to 

the Biot-Savart-Laplace law. The magnetic field of sinusoidal current is elliptical (the magnetic 

vector amplitude is changing changes during the period), therefore, calculations are made in the 

time domain not only at pulse but at sinusoidal currents as well.

The purpose of this study is the application of grounding theory methods to calculate 

the grid-like shields; IEC 62305-4 standard analysis in terms of accuracy of the proposed 

engineering methods; the development of a thin plate grid model and calculation of magnetic 

fields in module frame constructions sheathed with metal panels, during lightning strikes.

1. DIRECT LIGHTNING STRIKE INTO GRID-LIKE SHIELD

The shield operating principle. The screen acts as a Faraday cage, where currents 

flowing in different sides, weaken the magnetic field inside the shield.

As per IEC, the magnetic field inside the grid shield (Fig.1A) during lightning strike into 

the top corner of the shield, is
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current, w – is the grid spacing (m), dwis the minimum distance 

from the reference point to the shield wall (m), dr is the minimum

distance from the reference point to the shield roof (m). Rods and 

ground were taken as ideally conductive.

This paper addresses the real situation. The shield is 

connected in 4 corner points to the 10 x 10 m contour located 0.5 m

beneath the shield (Figure 1а). For comparison with (1), the 

ground resistivity is considered as ɟ=1 ʆhmĀm (almost perfect

grounding).

With increase of rods diameter of from 6 to 25 mm, the intensity in the center of the 

shield is reduced by 21% [12], due to more even current distribution over the shield. This factor 

is not taken into account in (1). The best match with (1) is obtained with the diameter of 8-12 

mm which (12 mm) will be used in further calculations.

By decreasing grid spacing, the intensity in the 

shield center reduced almost linearly (Figure 2). Thus, 

the decrease of grid spacing  may result in required  

intensity limit in the shield center. The numerical 

calculations give a good agreement with (1). The 

agreement with (1) was also reported in studies [3-5].

The replacement of copper rods with steel ones

of the relative magnetic permeability of μr=200 (as 

recommended by IEC), results in intensity increase

of more than 20% as compared to copper rods (Figure 2). 

We explore the influence of the length of the lightning channel which, similar to IEC, is 

simulated with the same conductor length current of 100 kA and a frequency of 25 kHz. Without 

lightning channel, the error is unacceptably high (Fig.3). The minimum length of the lightning 

channel must be several times greater than the distance to the reference point. The 100 m length 

suggested by IEC meets this requirement for most of facilities.

Figure 1. Grid-like shield (1) 10х10х10 

m with grid spacing w, ground wire
at: a) direct lightning strike, b)

close lightning strike which
is simulated with 100 m long

conductor.

Figure 2. The magnetic field in the center of a grid-   
like shield (Figure 1) against grid spacing w: 1 (dots)–

IEC data, 2– copper shield, 3– steel shield (μr=200);

rods diameter 12 mm

dw    dr

where kh is a waveform factor, as a rule, kh =0.01, I is the lightning 



A significant impact on the shield rods current 

distribution and intensity inside the shield, is caused by the

grounding wire. In our case the shield is connected to the 

grounding wire in 4 corner points which is the typical  solution 

(Figure 1). Let the ground resistivity ρ=1000 Оhm∙m. We 

disconnect the shield corner closest to the current source, from  

from the grounding wire. The intensity in the shield center will

decrease from 180 А/m to 127 А/m (29%). We disconnect the

corner, most distant from the source. The intensity shall increase from 180 A/m to 230 A/m 

(28%) The form of the grounding wire can be chosen in such a way that the longitudinal currents 

of the grounding wire weaken by several times the magnetic field in the shield center. Therefore, 

formula (1), obtained in assumption of ideal grounding wire applies only with the wire symmetry 

and its even connection to the shield.

Calculations were made in a frequency and time domain. The intensity maximums 

calculated in the time domain at current pulse of 10/350 µs with a linear front agrees with 

calculations at equivalent frequency of 25 kHz. Thus, the IEC recommendation for calculations 

to be made in equivalent frequency is justified at direct lightning strike.

2. LIGHTNING STRIKE CLOSE TO THE GRID-LIKE SHIELD

The shield operating principle. The grid structure (Figure 1b) act as an electromagnetic 

shield, the operating principle of which is based on vortical currents whose magnetic field 

weakens the external field.

According to IEC, the magnetic field shielding (attenuation) factor of the grid-like shield 

with copper rods at a frequency of 25 kHz is

w
SF

5.8
log20 , dB (2а) 

where w>8.5 is the grid spacing (m).

For a shield with steel rods  (with μr=200) at a frequency of 25 kHz
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where r is the rods radius (mm). At a frequency of 1MHz the steel shield shielding factor is 

defined with formula (2a) similar to the copper shield.

Numerical calculations were made. The lightning channel was simulated with a 

100 m long rod with a current of 100 kA. The distance to the lightning channel was 

Figure 3. Magnetic field
in the grid -like shield center (Figure 2a)

against lightning channel length



taken 50 m to consider flat wave (according to IEC) but other values were used as well. The 

reference point was located in the shield center.

Formula (2) analysis. The study of the grid spacing effect on the shielding factor 

revealed a significant difference between numerical calculations and those made by the formula 

(2) (Figure 4). The reason is that (2) does not consider the shield size. With the increase of shield 

size, the shielding factor increases dramatically (Figure 5), therefore, formula (2) is applicable 

only for 15-20 m shields.

Figure 4. The shielding factor of the grid-like shield (Figure 2b) в
depending on grid spacing w: 1–with formula (2а), 2–with formula

(2b), 3– copper rods, 4– steel rods (12 mm diameter, μr=200)

Figure 5. The shielding factor of a cube-shaped grid shield with 
grid spacing of w=1 m at a frequency of 25 kHz against side a 
size: 1– in the sheld center, 2– at a distance of w from shield 

surface, 3– with formula  (2а);

(copper rods)

       The shielding factor is determined not by the grid spacing, as in IEC formula, but by the 

number of contours with vortical currents (vortical current magnitude). Instead of 1/w (2) should 

use the parameter of a/w where a is the linear size of the shield. Instead of (2a) we may offer a 

simple empirical formula for cubic shield,

2,5,
2

log20  wa
w

a
SF , 

but we believe that selection of empirical formulas is not prospective even for engineering 

calculations made with computing applications.

       Surveys performed by Polish researchers [3] confirm our findings about errors of (2). In 

study [3] the frequency parameters of the coefficient of magnetic field shielding with a single 

and dual grid screen in the antenna field (Figure 6) were obtained experimentally. The shield 

comprises a framework (40х40х4 mm angle iron) and a mesh (2.8 mm diameter steel wire). The 

shield is mounted and connected to the steel mesh (with 35 mm spacing) that simulates a 

perfectly conductive earth. Magnetic field was measured with a loop antenna placed (on a 

wooden stool) in the shield center at a height of 65 cm.



The measurements results [3] for four 

experiments: single shield A1, single shield A2, 

single shield A3, and dual shield A4 consisting 

of A1 and A3 shields и (Figure 6) are 

presented in Table 2. Calculations made with 

FEKO program are also shown. Our 

calculations made with ZUM program agree 

with both experimental and calculated data [3] 

(Table 2).

We return to IEC standard analysis. 

Calculations made with formula (2а) for

steel shields at a frequency of 1 MHz are very 

different from the experimental data (Table 2).

The reason is that shielding factor are highly dependent on the shield size (Figure 5). Formulae 

(2) are not universal. The IEC standard could specify the limit of formula (2), for example, for 

shields sized 10 m and more.

The shielding factor of dual shield cannot (even in the first approximation) be determined 

as the sum of shielding factors (in dB) being its components, as allowed by regulations. 

Experiments [3], calculations with FEKO program [3], as well as our calculations, result in 

substantially lower results. This fact is explained by the strong mutual impact of shield currents 

that weaken each other.

Table 2. The coefficients of magnetic field shielding at a frequency of 1 MHz (in dB)

Test No. А1 А2 А3 А4 

Measurement 12.3 17.3 10.7 17.1 

FEKO calculation 13.3 19.5 12.4 20.3

ZUM calculation 12.6 18.5 10.9 18.9

Formula (2a) 29 35 29 

Thus, formulas (2) require adjusting in terms of shield sizes, or setting restrictions on 

their use. The empirical formulae which in these tasks cannot be both simple and accurate 

enough, should be put aside in favor of computer applications.

Equivalent frequency calculation error. Let us find the magnetic field in the shield center 

when exposed to a current pulse with an amplitude of 100 kA with a duration of 10/350 µs 

(Figure 7). For copper rods shield, the intensity repeats the form of the current source, and the  

Figure 6. Steel shield: А1– sized 1.8х1.8х1.8 m with grid spacing
w=30 cm, А2– similar to А1 but w=15 cm, А3–sized 1.5х1.5х1.65

m with spacing w=30 cm, А4– dual screen made of A1 and A3; 30 
m long antenna located 3 m from the edge of the shield



maximum value defined at current peak coincides with the calculation for the equivalent 

frequency (26.9 A/m).

For steel rods shield, the intensity does not 

repeat the form of the current source, the intensity 

maximum is delayed as compared to current peak 

(Figure 7).  The effect was also observed in [4.]

The reason is as follows. At the moment of

pulse front completion and transition to downslope 

of current decay the inductive intensity component 

decreases sharply (by 70 times with 10/350 µs pulse 

with linear front), the  active component fraction 

increases rapidly, thus resulting in shielding

fraction decrease (this effect was studied in 

detail in [12]). 

At certain moments of time the shield current is acting in accordance with the lightning current, 

which leads to the maximum intensity offset far beyond the wave front. The equivalent  intensity 

frequency determined at the moment of its maximum, is several times less than equivalent 

frequency of the current, therefore, the calculation for the equivalent frequency is inaccurate.

Indeed, for steel shield the maximum intensity value (58.7 A/m) is 1.63 times more than 

at wave front completion (36 A/m) and in the calculation of the equivalent current frequency of 

25 kHz (36 A/m).

Thus, formula (2b) involving calculations at equivalent frequency of 25 kHz, gives higher 

values of steel shields shielding factor. The lesser the grid spacing is, the stronger the effect is. 

With close lightning strikes, calculations of grid-like shields with steel rods must be performed 

in the time domain.

3. GRID-LIKE MODEL OF METAL PANELS OF BUILDINGS

The IEC standard considers the grid-like shields with a given spacing and rod diameter of 

the rods that fits reinforcement of prefabricated reinforced concrete structures. But electric 

substations more often use prefabricated metal framework constructions covered with sandwich 

panels.

Figure 7. The magnetic field in the center of a  
grid-like shield (Figure 2b) with grid spacing of w=1 m

with 100 kA lightning current pulse of 10/350 µs 
lifetime: 1 – shield-free, 2– copper rods, 3 – steel rods, 

μr=200 



Panels are insulated from the framework but have a point galvanic contact with it at 

screw joints (Figure 8) with a step around 0.5-1 m. The panels edges (by length) have locks 

which exclude cracks but do not ensure a continuous galvanic contact between the panels. 

However, point contact points between the panels definitely occur at lightning strikes. There is a 

gap between the ends of the panels, meaning there is only point contact in places where panel is 

mounted to the metal frame with screws (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Wall panel mount: 1 – Wall panel, 2 – Metal stand, 3 – Sealing band, 
4 – Screw, 5 – Insulation, 6 – Sealant, 7 – Screw, 8 – Flat strip, 9 – Washer, 10 

– Pin, 4 nuts and washers

The shielding factor of such shields determined experimentally, is SF=16.9-18.1 dB [13], 

the close value SF=18-20 dB is set in the standard [2] (Table 1). Modeling of framework 

buildings with metal panels in the form of continuous electromagnetic shield with openings 

(windows, doors), is not adequate for it overestimates the shielding factor almost by 2 orders 

[13]. The reason is the lack of a continuous galvanic contact between the panels. At the same 

time, the values specified (SF=17-20 dB) commensurate with shielding factor of grid-like shields 

(Figure 4-6).

Grid-like model of a metal panel. The panel is a thin plate of a given thickness (taken as 

1 mm) divided into square elements (mostly rectangular) with dimensions equal to the grid 

spacing (Figure 9). It is assumed that within each element, the current runs only towards the axis. 

The panel, therefore, is simulated with a grid of elementary plates. Elements with orthogonal 

currents overlap each other.

Figure 9. Thin plate discretization into elements.

The internal resistance of the plate in terms of electromagnetic wave penetration from one 

side is [14, p. 155]
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The proper external inductance of a square plate (l=w) is obtained analytically
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Of the same inductance is a round-section conductor with a diameter of 

The mutual inductance between the two elementary plates is obtained through numerical 

integration with Gaussian formulae. But if apply the midpoint rule, the entire plate current flows 

along its axis, and the plates grid becomes a rod grid with an equivalent d diameter previously 

found. This approach ensures an approximate plates grid calculation with applications intended 

for calculating standard grid-like shields.

The experimental survey with two coils with a metal sheet placed in between, confirm on 

the whole the accuracy of the developed model.

Therefore, the prefabricated buildings made of metal framework covered with metal 

panels, are simulated with a complex grid-like shield consisting of rods and plates. Plates have a 

point contact with the rods and among themselves screwed joints with a step determined by 

panel mounting method.

4. MAGNETIC FIELD INSIDE BUILDING WITH METAL PANELS

We consider the framework building assembled with individual modules and covered 

with with metal siding (Figure 10).

We assume that each wall panel is attached to the frame with 6 screws (in the corners and 

in the middle of the panel). The floor and the roof are simulated with solid metal plates. The 

lightning current of 100 kA with a frequency of 25 kHz flows through the lightning arrester, the 

length of which together with the lightning channel is 100 m. The grid spacing w=0.5 m, that of 

the middle panels w=0.1 m (focus) which allows to perform calculations close to the panels.

w.γ

where l is the length, w is the width, d is the thickness, ω is the angular frequency, μ is the magnetic 

permeability, γ is the specific conductivity of the plate.  A technique of resistance simulation with 

the multiplier    jω in temporal domain was developed in [8].

d = 1/2  2=0.35w. In another limiting case, with l>>w the diameter d=w/e=0.37w. Then, the plate 

can be approximately replaced with an equivalent rod with the diameter of d=0.36 w. 



Figure 10. The model of prefabricated building (a) made of modules (b); dotted line – the variant with common earthing

We choose the reference points on the straight line passing through the center of the 
middle panel to the center of the building. The distribution of magnetic field intensity is shown 
in Figure 11. The shield weakens the magnetic field inside, and enhances a bit the magnetic field 
outside the building.

Figure 11. The distribution of the magnetic field 

module 1750 mm above floor level along AB line: 1 – 

framework and panel–free; 2 – only framework; 3 – 

framework with panels (the distance to the lightning 

rod is 5 m, the grounding wires of the building and 

the lightning rod are not connected)

The magnetic field shielding factors are shown in Table 2. The panel-free framework can 

significantly (by 13 dB) weaken the magnetic field in the center of the building but not near the 

wall (less than 3 dB at a distance of 0.1 m from the wall). In case of panels, the shielding factor 

is 27 dB in the center and 18 dB at the wall. The latter result agrees with [13]. Therefore, panels 

increase the shielding factor by 14-15 dB (and more).

When using the common earthing of the building and the lightning rod (Figure 10) which 

is typical for electrical substations, part of the lightning current flows through the framework and 

the panels, which act as electromagnetic shield and Faraday cages simultaneously. Here we have 



a close and direct lightning strike at the same time; the more asymmetry of the lightning 

current flowing through the shield is, the more it reduces the shielding factors.

Table 2. Coefficients of magnetic field shielding with framework and panels of a building.

Framework Framework + Panel

At the wall (0.1 m distance) 2.7 (2.7*) dB 18 (16.2*) dB

In the center 13.2 (13.2*) dB 27.4 (26.7*) dB

* – common grounding wire (Figure 10)

SUMMARY

1. Formula (1) of the IEC standard provides an engineering approach to the calculation of

the magnetic field inside the grid-like shield at direct lightning strike expected in the corner of 

the shield (the worst case). The reference points (1) are described by two coordinates, therefore, 

they are located on the diagonal and under the diagonal drawn from the input point of the 

lightning current. In other points, the decision is made "with reserve". Unaccounted factors in (1) 

comprise rods diameter and material which is acceptable for engineering calculations. Formula 

(1) is obtained at assuming an ideal grounding, therefore, in real problems, it is applicable to the 

symmetry of the grounding wire grounding points of the shield.

2. Formula (2) of IEC standard provides a simple engineering approach to the calculation of

the magnetic field inside a grid-like shield at a close lightning strike as a function of grid spacing 

and rods material. But without considering the shield size, it features an individual character and 

is suitable for shields sized 10-20 m. One should take into account non-uniformity of the field 

inside the shield, for close to the shield intensity is higher than in the middle. The replacement of 

the first lightning current pulse with and equivalent sine wave with a frequency of 25 kHz is not 

justified for the steel shields where the intensity is much delayed as compared to the lightning 

current.

     3. The use of engineering formulas (1), (2) is considered to be inexpedient given the 

complexity of task and the availability of computer applications.

        4. Metal panels used to cover buildings with metal framework, are simulated with the plates 

grids. Panels have point contacts with the framework in screwed joints. Panels significantly (by 

14-15 dB, in the considered problem) increase the shielding factor of the framework magnetic 

field.



       5. In electric substations, lightning protection, shielding and grounding systems are 

galvanically coupled. The calculation of electromagnetic processes and fields in this complex  

conductors system will be better to apply with the use of models, methods and programmes of 

the grounding theory.
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